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Chelsea FC 2020/2021 sets for Dream League Soccer 2020 (DLS20), and the package includes home kits, away and third. All goalkeeper kits are also included. I hope you enjoy playing the kits game from kuchalan.com.The new Chelsea jersey features a recent blue in combination with sea side detailing. A London-inspired herringbone pattern appears throughout the garment, with the new sponsor taking
a prominent place on the front. The club's initials are embroidered on the left cuff, as well as the legend The Pride Of London (A play on words that may have two meanings: Pride of London or Thurs London versus the lion the club identifies with) is repeated on the sidebars of the shirt. Shorts reflect the design of the jacket, while the socks will be white with a drawn shield lion on the front. The new Blues
away kit takes a bright shade of light blue as the main color, using navy blue for secondary details. Crossed v-neck, cuffs and sides take a contrasting colour, retaining the motto The Pride Of London which we have already seen in the local model . There is also a repeat of the London cut-inspired herringbone pattern, with a slight modification to the navy's short lines. The club crest is applied in a
monochrome version, accompanied by Nike, Three and Hyundai logos in accordance with the design. Light blue shorts and dark socks complete Chelsea's new kit for next season. With a risky suggestion that gives a lot to talk about, this shirt uses a shade of salmon pink as a basic color for a design that takes traditional blue London clothing in a pattern of vertical stripes at the top of the front, which, as
they descend, degrade using pale to give a completely smooth bottom. This gradient is repeated in the shoulder area and on the sides, in a shirt that holds the back completely smooth and represents a Korean Mandarin collar with a blue V-finish; that at the same time that all the advertisement of clothes will be white. This model is inspired by Air Max 180.URL: : : : : URL : DISCLAIMER : The information
contained on the website (Service) is for general informational purposes only. Kuchalana assumes no responsibility for errors or permissions in the content on the Service.All things on this blog are a commercial purpose. Paris Saint-Germain PSG 2020/21 Kits for Dream League Soccer 2020 (DLS20) and the package includes home kits, away and third. All goalkeeper kits are also included. I hope you enjoy
playing with kits from kuchalana.com.This year T-shirts are trying to mark the club's 50th anniversary by restoring the original design imposed in 1973 by then-President Daniel Hechter. Home shirt thick vertical red belt accompanied by thin white stripes, interrupted from the front to make way for the main sponsor of the Paris team. The crossover collar is painted blue and white, while the cuffs are finished in
white and red. Nike shield and logo aligned with white stripes, gravitating more toward the middle than usual. The away kit draws inspiration from the 1995/96 season model, which also featured a hechter stripe on the front in red with blue edges, interrupted to make way for a major sponsor. This time around it will have a button-down polo collar, while the club crest and Nike Swoosh line up with the edges of
the band, just like on the local model. On both shirts the phrase Paris Saint-Germain 50 Ans is repeated on the sidebars, alongside the French flag on the waist. This jersey , like other top club jerseys of the North American brand, was inspired by the shoe model : Air Jordan VII Bordeaux worn by Michael Jordan in the 1992 NBA All-Star. This shirt takes embroidery as the main color in the design where the
shoulders are painted white with a division in the middle of the sleeves where they turn black. Advertising and the Jordanian logo, meanwhile, stand out for their look in a shade of gold while the shield combines the latter color together with black. Among the more specific details of this outfit stands out a slight pattern of fine vertical lines along the torso, while the neck is painted black. Inside this, as is
customary in PSG/Jordan T-shirts I appear written in Paris with the letter A replaced by the brand logo. Like other third-party Editions of Nike, this one will be accompanied by a special edition footwear, in this case Air Jordan IV in accordance with the shirt. Paris Saint-Germain PSG Home KitsURL : : : : : : : DISCLAIMER : The information contained on the website (Service) is for general informational
purposes only. Kuchalana assumes no responsibility for errors or permissions in the content on the Service.All things on this blog are a commercial purpose. Juventus 2020/2021 sets for Dream League Soccer 2019 and the package includes home kits, away and third. All goalkeeper kits are also included. I hope you enjoy the game with kits from kuchalana.com.Gone is the controversial halves design
imposed by adidas last season. As we said, Vecchia Signora returns to the tedious, albeit with a different touch that sustains his DNA and seeks to project freshness. As part of its 2020-21 collection, which unites art and football, adidas presents a set of bianconeras stripes that stand out for using the brushstroke effect. With a white V neck, the jersey also has gold which adorns the sponsor's logo, as well
as the shield. There are no stripes on the back, although the brush stroke effect is present through a black line that accompanies the shoulders and sleeves. The rest of the back panel is white and smooth. All along the way with adidas' new HEAT. RDY sweat absorption, ventilation and stretching technology , which is only available for their teams and VIP selections. We emphasize Timeless elegance, as
the phrase has become a cliché often used to describe simply boring designs. However, what is new at Juventus is not. The shirt features a Condivo 20 cut as a base, but adds exclusive elements for Juve, starting with an incredible blue tone called Night Indigo. White, club crest and three adidas straps combine perfectly. However, the piece that lifts clothes are handcuffs. There we see a design similar to
the design of his title T-shirt, with bianconeras stripes captured by the brushstroke technique. It's impossible not to notice them. On the back, the indigo blue/white contrast continues, with Juventus inscribed under the door. yes, it looks like a Halloween costume. Yes, divide the fans. yes, we're aware it's not our cup of tea. But at the end of the day it's the third shirt, a corner where teams and designers can
experiment. Sometimes a big goal comes out (Parma, for example), and other times it doesn't. Specifically, the Juventus jersey imposes a bright orange color, dotted with black brush strokes all over the torso. We also see black on the neck, handcuffs and adidas straps on the shoulders. Sponsors and Vecchio Signor's shield, meanwhile, opt for white. According to the creators, the entire collection,
including this model, has patterns that show the collision of the T-shirt and art design world. Or so says Francesca Venturini, the adidas designer behind the Italian club line in 2020/21. This artistic link will also be experienced in the augmented reality installation, which will take place in September, which coincides with the beginning of the A.URL series : : : : : URL : URL : DISCLAIMER : The information
contained on the website (Service) is for general informational purposes only. Kuchalana assumes no responsibility for errors or permissions in the content on the Service.All things on this blog are a commercial purpose. Arsenal 2020/21 Kits for Dream League Soccer 2020 (DLS20) and the package includes home kits, away and third. All goalkeeper kits are also included. I hope you enjoy playing the game
with kits from kuchalan.com.Its brand new design, according to the German brand, refers to the decade between 1930-1940, known for its titles and Art Deco inspiration. The jersey has a classic Arsenal configuration: a red torso, with a white collar and In addition, chevron graphics are added for this campaign. This, they say, represents the Art Deco period in two ways: replicating the marble floors of the
Eastern Plate on the old, demolished Highbury Stadium, as well as honouring the five that went to the Arsenal emblems between 1930 and 1935. And in 1940, shevrons point east to west, as an allegory of the past and the future and we also see them on our backs. There, yes, the target also spreads to the shoulders. Among them the finishing touch: a cannon logo that reflects the Gunners nickname
Arsenal get. On a white background, adidas drew a red line pattern with his hand, which they then eprinted on the fabric. This graphic seeks to represent the natural marble design we see on the East Stand, including a podium featuring a statue of Herbert Chapman, the Gunners' mythical coach. A dose of black on sponsors, a monochromatic version of the shield and a triple adidas stripe sitting on your
shoulders, seal the clothes. Arsenal 2020-21 The third kitUnited model combines different shades of blue, with a custom tie-dye pattern and pink accents. The latter adorn the sponsors, the monochroy Arsenal crest, as well as adidas cuffs and straps running along the sides of the jersey. According to a club statement, the work seeks to reflect the atmosphere and lights that illuminate the Emirates Stadium,
during football night. The idea continues on the back, where a cannon appears as the finishing touch identifying the Gunners, just below the back of the neck. Rosa will also be the numbers and surnames of the players. URL : : DISCLAIMER : The information contained on the website (Service) is for general informational purposes only. Kuchalana assumes no responsibility for errors or permissions in the
content on the Service.All things on this blog are a commercial purpose. Purpose.
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